
California in statewide drought emergency 

STATEWIDE LEADERS SEARCH FOR A SOLUTION TO 

MITIGATE THE DROUGHT CRISIS IN CALIFORNIA. 

RESIDENTS BEING ASKED TO CONSERVE.  

Written by Promise Li, Managing Editor and               

Tustin Lee, Staff Writer 

On January 17, Governor Jerry Brown declared a 

drought emergency after noticing that levels of water               

reservoirs were strained due to a lack of rain.  

 The governor is currently trying to find a solution 

to the problem, and a 687 million dollar drought relief 

plan may be an attempted response to the crisis.  

From 2013 to 2014, California has received below 

average rainfall. Water prices are expected to rise.                   
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DROUGHT IN CALIFORNIA: Temple City High School students decorate the 
senior circle with art, slogans, and statistics regarding conservation.  

Photo by Promise Li 

Smarter Balanced assessments:                            

An improved standardized test 
SGV jolted by recent                     

earthquakes 

READ Temple City students visit Italy for the first time on PAGE 2 

RECENT EARTHQUAKES SHAKE SAN GABRIEL     

VALLEY. 

Written by Irene Hsu, Staff Writer  

A 5.1-magnitude earthquake hit Los Angeles 

County on Friday, March 28, 2014 at 9:09 P.M.  

The shallow earthquake, around 0.6 miles deep, 

had an epicenter located one mile away from La Habra, 

and it struck along the Puente Hills fault that runs 

through San Gabriel Valley, downtown Los Angeles, and 

northern Orange County.  

Disaster was avoided because the tremor did not 

spread to the major Whittier and San Andreas fault lines.  

 According to the U.S. Geological Survey, more 

than sixteen aftershocks above 2.5 magnitudes have                

followed within a time frame of twenty-four hours, a 3.4 

at 9:11 P.M. and a 3.6 at 9:30 P.M.  

More than one hundred smaller aftershocks                

EARTHQUAKE CONTINUED ON PAGE 2 

OPINION: THE NEW SMARTER                 

BALANCED ASSESSMENT IS BETTER 

THAN THE PREVIOUS CALIFORNIA 

STANDARDIZED TESTING.  

Written by Andy Chuang, Staff Writer  

Earlier this month, Temple City 

High School juniors partook in the 

Smarter Balanced Assessments (SBA), a 

new form of standardized testing based 

on the Common Core standards.  

The Smarter Balanced                            

Assessments is the latest form of                  

standardized testing that was created to 

set a similar benchmark for students 

across the nation. The SBA tests students 

on both Mathematics and English 

through a variety of questions, ranging 

from multiple choice to free response.  

The Smarter Balanced                              

Assessments are an improvement from 

the California Standardized Test (CST) 

largely because of its emphasis on               

critical thinking abilities.  

The CSTs were an inefficient 

method of gauging the student ability 

because all questions were multiple 

choice. Students could easily guess         

correctly on some of the questions. In 

addition, almost every state has their 

own testing formats, making it harder to 

compare the academic proficiencies of 

students from different states.  

However, not all students agree 

with the new Smarter Balanced                             

Assessments.  

Junior Michelle Ho says, “I feel 

like it’s not really fair how the Junior 

class is the only class that has to take it. 

You can’t really prepare for it.”  
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Temple City students visit                    

Italy for the first time 

ITALY: Temple City High students enjoy a boat ride in    
Venice during their Italy trip.  

Photo by Bryce Hanamoto  

TEMPLE CITY HIGH STUDENTS 

VISITED ITALY DURING SPRING 

BREAK. 

Written by Kristy Hsi, Senior Editor 

and Bryce Hanamoto, Staff Writer  

A group of 33 Temple City 

High School students and five                

adult chaperones visited Italy from 

April 5 through 13. 

The group visited famous            

cities such as Milan, Venice, Florence, 

and Rome and historic places like the                      

Pantheon, the Sistine Chapel, and the 

Roman Forum. 

Before this trip could happen, 

the students started an Italy Club at 

the high school to learn the Italian     

language and history. The club met 

every other Wednesday in order to 

practice Italian.  

The students fundraised by        

selling frozen yogurt, pasta, and Rita’s 

Ice at different Fun Food Fridays at 

Temple City High School 

Sabrina Wu, president of the 

Italy Club, said, "The thing I enjoyed 

most about the trip was how our 

whole group of students bonded                 

together even though most of us             

didn't know one another prior to the 

trip.” 

“It was like an exciting                

adventure for us every day in the           

foreign country,” she said.  

“My favorite place would have 

to be Florence because of its city life, 

restaurants, and the design of the 

buildings and streets. I just loved the 

overall vibe of the city.”  

Wu’s Italian experience               
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College Internship 

Purchase a Resident Membership to receive by 

mail 15 issues per year for only $20 today, $30                 

regularly. Offer expires on May 31, 2014. 

Our Web                          

Featured Stories 

 

 

Check us out for the latest news on 

Temple City online.  

 

 

Are you interested in becoming a journalist in 

the rapidly changing news industry?  

Join The Temple City Voice as a news intern for 10 

weeks!  

Interested candidates should send a letter of       

interest Matthew at                                                  

templecityvoice@yahoo.com.   

Earthquake 
Continued from FRONT PAGE 

allowed her to envision a possible future in the country.  

She says that she “could definitely see *herself+ living 

there one day.”  

To see pictures from the Italy trip in April, please visit                          

tchsitalytrip.com. 

followed afterwards. Although the 

damage was moderate, the                   

earthquake impacted many                    

residents in the La Habra area.  

There was no major               

structural damage to the houses, 

but many pieces of furniture were 

toppled and broken. Only minor 

injuries were reported. In addition, 

many cities, including Fullerton 

had to shut off their water valves 

to keep pipes from flooding.                     

Anaheim’s Disneyland was forced 

to close some rides for safety 

measures following the                      

earthquake.  

 Students from Temple City 

High School shared their reactions 

to the earthquake.   

Sophomore Nathania 

Hartojo says, “The earthquake             

itself is cool, but the effects are              

really bad, especially with the            

recent ones we’ve had. What if 

they’re before-shocks to even                 

scarier ones?”  

Earthquakes can wipe an 

entire city in mere minutes; it is 

important to prepare for them in 

case of future crises. 

 “I will stock more food 

and water and more batteries and 

find more earthquake-safe places 

in my house,” Hartojo says when 

asked about what to do to                

prepare for future.  

Junior Eric Le also states, “I 

would prepare a safety pack which 

would include water, blankets, 

and emergency supplies.”  

For earthquake                                

preparedness, visit                                 

earthquakecountry.org. 



This comic was designed by Emily Fan.  
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Drought 
Continued from FRONT PAGE 

Meanwhile, Southern California                     

continues to be dependent on water           

imported from Northern California or the 

Colorado River. Food prices are                

rising. Crops are expected to yield less 

production.   

 Even the supposed wettest 

months of the year, January and                   

February, passed by with little to no rain 

these two years, and it is unlikely that 

there will be much difference in the near 

future.  

Mr. Scott Randles, Advanced 

Placement Environmental Science               

Teacher and Science Department Chair at 

Temple City High School, offers a few 

suggestions for how residents can               

conserve.  

 He says, “We can stop watering 

that much grass, reduce meat                             

consumption, and walk or utilize more 

public transportation.”  

 Randles argues that while                 

practices such as flushing the toilet more 

or taking shorter showers “might make 

us feel good, they are a fraction of what 

impact an individual could make                         

following the above suggestions.”  

He also discusses about the                

impact of this drought to our immediate 

state economy.  

 “Considering that agriculture is 

the basis of our California economy, 

based on what I witnessed, I would              

expect that we will see sharp increases in 

food prices and some increased pressure 

on our state budget due to lost                          

revenues.“  

Randle further explains, “The  

scientists say there will be an increase in 

the frequency and intensity of these 

events, but we have had many droughts 

in the past, so it is hard to connect this 

event to the predictions. We will only 

know in retrospect.”  

Randles predicts that if the 

drought keeps up, “expect less people in 

southern California, and we’ll definitely 

be a lot drier if this keeps up.” 
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 The featured fun activity can be a crossword puzzle 

or a Sodoku.  

 This space may also be used for another image with 

caption (see right) or  sponsor spaces (also see right). 

Sodoku 
Answer to be posted online 

The Calendar 

City Council Meeting 

Regular Meeting 

Tuesday, May 6                                    

City Council Chambers, 7:30 p.m. 

 

Rosemead Boulevard                   

GO Festival 

Saturday, May 10  

Rosemead Boulevard near                  

Las Tunas Drive Shopping Center,            

9 a.m.—1 p.m. 

 

School Board Meeting 

Regular Meeting 

Wednesday, May 15 
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The Atlantic recently posted results of a poll regarding how          

Americans perceived the advancement of human technologies and future 

civilization by 2064- that is – half a century from now. 

Though half a century indeed sounds like an incredible amount of 

time and leaves a great deal of leeway for out of this world science fiction

-inspired imagination, the results were not so far away from what I had 

expected.  

Art and animation, people predicted, will be indistinguishably 

created by computers instead of humans. Teleportation, though they 

wish would exist, will still remain an untapped phenomenon of science 

fiction. Performance enhancing brain implants won’t be a huge hit. 

Google glass, they apprehensively determined, will make life worse, and 

designer babies, children whose genes are tampered to create optimum 

qualities, will still be shunned.  

So while human aesthetics and the age-old art will be disposed of 

to computing technologies, ideas that tap into the fundamental ideas of 

humanity and give an unequal physical or naturally uncontrollable      

advantage to those who are able to afford the scientifically induced       

enhancements, are completely abominable.  

Ultimately, people are comfortable with technology that enhance 

the quality of human life, but are apprehensive and not willing to sacrifice 

the freedom of privacy and the equality of genetic variety, that is, the 

equality of human life to reach an optimum and efficient society. 

Is there a psychological threshold to our, as the human race,       

ability to keep striving forward- to keep improving?  

Are we afraid of machined intelligence? Are we unanimously   

protecting ourselves from the lack of human equitability? Are we simply 

observing the natural laws of Mother Nature, or are we just unwilling to 

step forth and conquer the unknown?  

Editor’s Corner 

The unforeseen future 

For the latest news, visit us online at templecityvoice.wordpress.com.  

SUPPORT THE 

TEMPLE CITY 

VOICE. BE A 

SPONSOR. 
CALL TODAY. 

CALL NOW.                  

RESIDENTS AND 

BUSINESSES 

ARE WELCOME.  
 

PLEASE CONTACT OUR      
ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE            

DIRECTOR AT                    
(626) 863-6960 TODAY.  
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EARTH DAY:  Students participate in NASA’s #Globalselfie.  
Photo Courtesy 

Natalie Jin is the Editor-in-Chief of The Temple City Voice. She 

is a currently is a senior at Temple City High School. She will 

attend Wellesley College this fall.  

Spring Savings: Purchase a Resident          

Membership Today! 
 

 The Temple City Voice is now a monthly news           

 publication with 15 print issues per year. With a 

 Resident Membership for $20, you and your family  

 will receive each issue by mail.  

 

 Order your Resident Membership today by contacting us                                                              

 at (626) 863-6960. This offer expires May 31, 2014. 

33% 

OFF 

The Temple City Voice is affiliated with a non-profit, unincorporated association. Our registration number is 8143 and was authorized by then-Secretary of State 

Bill Jones in 2001.  
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Published in Temple City, California  
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P.O. Box 1255 · Temple City, CA 91780 

(626) 592-8769 · templecityvoice@yahoo.com  
 

 

Web: templecityvoice.wordpress.com  

Facebook: The Temple City Voice 

Twitter: @templecityvoice 

Mission Statement 

The Temple City Voice endeavors to provide local news coverage to 

Temple City, while also to encourage civic responsibility within the 

community. 


